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An ongoing project of the authors is the development of a computer system 
which manipulates a data base composed of !inequalities between invariants of 
undirected graphs which have no loops or multiple edges. The user specifies 
ranges of values for some of the invarian 5 and the system then bounds the 
remainder [7]. Since the usefulness of the oounds for a particular invariant 
depends upon the number and power of the inequalities, the system can often 
point out invariants for which the theory is weak. One of these is the edge clique 
cover number 8,(G) (the minimum number of cliques required to cover all the 
edges of graph G), an invariant which is receiving increased attention. Good 
bounds for 8r (we omit the argument of invariants when the underlying graph is 
clear) seem to be elusive although some upper bounds have been found by Rrd%, 
Goodman and P&a [8], Lov&sz [ll] and 3rgharn and Dutton [S]. 
A possible inequality is suggested by a rcsuit of And&fai [l] for triangle-free 
graphs, i.e., graphs for which 8r equals the number of edges. Let a,(G) be the 
node coueting number (the minimum number of nodes such that every edge is 
incident with at least one of them) and /3,.(G) be the node independence number 
(the maximum number of nodes such that no two are adjacent). Then we have 
‘Ilteorea~ 1 (Andrasfai [ 1J). I[ G is tic&e-free, then t!$ ~LQ_&,. 
Let p be the number of nodes. It is well known [9] that p = are+ & so our 
inequality can ‘be written as 63 1 G &(p - &), This form allows comparison to two 
other inequalities which are proved in Section 3. We let e,(G) be the node clique 
cot~r number (the minimum number of cliques required to cover all the nodes) 
and @i(G) be the edge independence number (the maximum number of edges such 
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We -Y JPYF b= (ai @&fly s$pngp ,rqwl~, .&an ,tbe title of ,tbis section 
sBggeM8. We shall say that a property Q holds for almost all gkaphs if the 
probability that a random graph on p nodes has property Q approaches one as p 
aippfoaches in&&y. The following two theorems are known. 
“~kmm 2 (Bollobas ad Eadiss [4)). For almost aU graphs G on p rux@ &her G 
rvbl its compiemeM 8 contains a complete subgraph of size greater than c log p for 
en apjmpkfte cmstant .c. ,. . 
, 
lilbrsslrp:B .(Bollob4s 13, p. 13lJa. AZmqst,all: graphs on p ti have at least 
#-e)p? edm:a,ul at most $&+-s)p’,.edm for every e SO* 
ChmEwy1, For~cJmostdl~~G on p nodes both G awl B hatw at least &p” 
c&es. ’ 
The fcblknvhg elemeMary Iem is employed in the proof of the next theorem 
ati throughout .Ahe remainder of :tbis,paper. 
;, 
“AA 4. For ahost aU graphs G on p nodes jr’lth G and d have the property 
Mat 01 =r cx&. 
Pkookf. Let o(G) be the’ mzUrimum size .of a clicque ,in 0.. .Fxoti Theorem 2, 
C :orollq 1 and the observation that p,(G) = o(d) we can conclude for almost all 
g~rqhs G that the follow&g hoid for both G and 6: 
(1) : ~$Y&&;;, , )-’ 
(2) ~@~c.lOgp; r , ,’ 
,(3) w~clogp. 
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Thus for either G Or 6 we have, for sufficiently huge p, 
(i) @I *e&to - 1) b p2/(4c Bog p(c log p - l)), and 
(ii) Boa0 = 13o(p - BrJ) e c log p(p - c log p). 
Thus for p large enough, 
8,s p*Wc log p(c log p - 1) > c log p(p - c log p) 2 a*&. 0 
3. els ~3~tp-e~) d e,~~d~--kh) 
Although 81 S@o(p-@o) is not true in general, we now show that it does hold 
when & is replaced by either e, Or &. 
m In [5] it is shown that 8, Q e, +$p(eo - 1) and, for e. sip, e1 s 
e,(p - ;e,). Thus we assume e. +p SO 
e,~e,+~pe,-4pc?~eo,c~~-e~)e,. a 
Proof.. We emploi induction on p. When p G 1, 8, = 0 so the result is valid. 
Suppose it holds for all graphs having p - 1 nodes. Let G have p nodes. If 0, = fp, 
&(p - &) = 4fp2* e1 from [8]. Thus we may assume & <$p. The nodes of G can 
be partitioned into a set A of size Z/3, composed of nodes incident to a maximum 
independent set of edges and a second nonempty set B of size p - 20,. Let 11 be a 
node in B and G’ = G-u. Then, with primes designating invariants for G’, we 
have fli = & and, by assumption, @I - ‘“B~(p-l-B;)=B,(p-B,)-B,. The nodes 
of B are independent so u is adjacent in G only to nodes incident to the 
independent edges. Hence, edges incident to u can be covered by no more than 
P1 cliques and @I c IMP - fir) - & + PI = MP -Pd. Cl 
Theorem 6 has an alternative fihm if the gxaph has no isOlated nodes. Let 
al(G) be the edge ctin’ng numl_rt!r (the minimum number of edges such that 
every node is incident with at least one Of them). 
Proof. If there are no isolated nodes, p = arl+ &[23_ III 
I n this section we pm&it several suSciee& conditions for 8, ~~~~~ to hold. 
Several others are known and can bk’%utid in’f6J. ’ ” ’ 
I%&. From the given con&ion, the fact that fiod So, Lemma 1 and Theorem 5 
we have e1 6@dp - So) dB,(P - Bo) =aoh. g, 
Un a similar manner we can now derive a stronger result. I 2 _ , .;, .,‘.._, ‘.’ /... 
Tlb- a ff pozqS1 then 8, ~a*&. 
Ikof. ‘lheorem 7 allows us to assume &Cip. Then Lemma I and Theorem 6 
yield the result. 0 
‘I’he conditions for Theorem 8 are automatically satisfied when & js suffkiently 
smsll. To show this we need the following lemma which f&ows immediately from 
the: fact that nodes not incident to a maximum set of independent edges must be 
aa indqendent set of nodes. 
‘Xtrerefore, #I1 4 & whenever 0, S#P and we have 
WI@ a difkretit appraakth we can derive sufE&nt conditions which involve & 
mid A, the maxinu,nn degree. of--any *node slf the Mph. We. will usethe following 
btnma. 1 ,,’ 
P;IM&. The result is obvious when $6 &, The su~q.rapi~+ N(V) must have at least 
01 ‘re edge when d, = #So f 1 and ,again the result, is stqightfquward. If d,, = &VI0 + 2 
tkn N(v) must contain at least two independent. edges or 9 triqngle. In either 
ci ‘se Q,(N(v)) s f&,(G). Cl 
Using this we can prove 
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Proof, We employ induction on p, the result being immediate for graphs on two 
or fewer nodes. Assume the theorem is true for graphs with p a 2 nodes and let G 
have p + 1 nodes and A so,+ 2. If G is edgeless the result is again immediate 
since et of such graphs is zero. Otherwise there exists a node u in G such that 
&(G- u) = /3,(G). Letting primes refer to invariants of G - u we have A'S A, 
@6=& and aA= a0 - 1. Since A’ < A 6 /3,, + 2 = @A + 2 it follows by the induction 
hypothesis that 9; da;&. We also have 6, =Z 69: + &&V(V)) where, by Lemma 3, 
%(N(u)) c Bo. Thus 
The previous results require & to be ‘sufkiently large’ with respect to other 
invariants in order to guarantee 6 1 =G a,,&. We now show that @I ~a&,, if &, is 
suikiently small. Let x be tbe chromatic number of G. 
Roof. 
8,~e~~Apd---- 2(p - @‘I ($p) z a,p/x s a 0 0 @ 
X 
since p/X~Po. Cl 
The conditions in Theorem 10 and 11 may be combined to give 
Theorem 12 1’ A 1s2(p -I- 2)/(x + 2) rhea 0,~ a,&. 
Proof. At least one of the hypotheses of Theorem 10 or Theorem 11 will hold if 
A -2<p-&A. This reduces to A -(2(p+2j/(x+2j. Cl 
Another sufficient condition involves d, the average degree of G, i.e., d’ = ?-e/p. 
Proof. From [lo] we have p/(1 + d) =z &,. We may assume &< $p and then apply 
Lemmal.Thus 
aOPo = (P - PO)& k 'G-$&-J)=g$. 
As a final result for this section we show that @I sa,J& if the genus y is 
sufhciently small with respect to the number of nodes. 
T#eoreu~ 14. If r&&p(&-7)+1 then P,sw,&. 
ProoG We employ induction on p, tbe result beiug immediate for, ppbs on two 
or fewer nodes. Assume tbe the&m is true for graphs with pa2 nodes and let G 
~~~p+lRodesand~y=Q.~tybeanodeofminimumdegreeS~~~+2(frOm 
Lemma 4) and a&ume &,<$p. As in the p-f to Theorem 10 we have 
8,(G)e 8,(G-u)+ 8&V(u)) where &,(N(o)) G&(G) by Lemma 3 and G-u 
has y = 0. ‘I%~s &(G) ss a@- u)&@ - u) t &(G). If &(G -u) = &(f3) then 
B~(G)~(ao(G)- l)&(G)~&(G) = %(G)&(G). ‘&bed ;S@)s~cu&)gU(G)- 
so(G) + B,,(G). Since &(G) <$p, we again have (b,(G) 6 C&G)&(G). 0 
Since e1 Tao& is true in several special cases, but not in general, it is natural 
to ask for minimum invariant values for which it is possible to have @I> a&o. 
Typic& of such questions &8-e: 
(1) What is tb e minimum n;umberSof nodes p for .whicb.tbere is a. graph having 
the property til > a&? How can such ‘node critical’ graphs be characterized‘? It 
can be shown that node critical grapbs are connecte& &nd have &d S - 3. 
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(2) What is the smallest genus l’or which there is a graph having the property 
@I> a0@0? 
(3) What is the smallest value of & frdr w . . !tich the is a graph having the 
property & >a&,? If B. = 1, the g&h is complete and 9, SCM~$I~. We Hague 
been unable to settle this qu&on even in the relatively simple case of flo =2. 
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